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Repair of the Roof of the Forest Drive Building

Submitted by Clara Krug

4/8/2008

Discussion:

During the 2006-2007 academic year, Vice President Joe Franklin stated that the roof of the Forest Drive Building would be repaired. During the 2007-2008 year, President Bruce Grube has stated that the roof would be repaired. However, there have been no repairs. Specifically, when will the roof be repaired.

Rationale:

Students from all colleges take courses in this building. Faculty members from various colleges have meetings scheduled in this building.

SEC Response:

4-22-2008: You may spread the word to mildewed faculty, staff, and students: VP Franklin has informed Clara Krug that the air conditioning units on the Forest Drive Building will be replaced in August (to avoid interfering with classes) and roof replacement will commence thereafter, with a projected completion date of September/October. Thank you to VP Franklin (and Clara) for getting us that information.

Senate Response:

He reported the request for information from Clara Krug about long awaited repairs to the roof of Forest Drive building. Dr. Cyr said that Vice President Joe Franklin replied that air conditioners need to be replaced before the roof can be replaced, and they do
have a plan. Cyr asked Vice President Franklin about a timeline. Mr. Joe Franklin (VP Business & Finance) reported that while there was no definitive timeline, he has signed a contract for the air conditioners that would go on the roof before the roof goes on, so that plan is underway and the repairs would be made as soon as possible. And we should see some action pretty soon as far as the air conditioners go, with the roof to follow immediately behind that.

See Previous Discussion on the repair of the roof on the Forest Drive Building